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Egypt's capital Cairo is set to host a Sitting Volleyball World Cup in December to round off the season and a variety of sporting events held in the ...
Cairo chosen to host Sitting Volleyball World Cup in December
The Egyptian National Seismic Network recorded a 2.9 magnitude earthquake in Greater Cairo on Monday morning. The National Research Institute of Astronomy and Geophysics stated that the earthquake ...
2.9 magnitude earthquake recorded in Cairo Monday morning
Arsenal and Roma-linked forward Andrea Belotti has a "very big" contract extension offer on the table at Torino, their club president Urbano Cairo has revealed.
Arsenal & Roma-linked Belotti has 'very big' extension offer on the table at Torino, reveals club president Cairo
The Embassy of the Kingdom of Bahrain to the Arab Republic of Egypt will start the vaccination process for all Bahraini citizens and students in the Arab Republic of Egypt who have signed up to get ...
Coronavirus: Embassy of Kingdom of Bahrain in Cairo to start vaccinating citizens in Arab Republic of Egypt on Tuesday, August 3
Cairo is a big city with little quirks, a unique collection of buildings and people, that has its own aesthetics. Over the last few months, several accounts have started piling up, creating a virtual ...
10 Instagram Accounts Documenting Cairo’s Quirks
Skyscanner is a fast and simple travel search engine that compares hundreds of flights from all major airlines and travel agents, finding you the best deal on cheap plane tickets to Tamale from Cairo.
Cheap Flights from Cairo to Tamale (CAI - TML)
Cairo has moved up 96 spots to 208 on the 2thinknow Innovation Cities Index for 2021, the Cabinet's Information and Decision Support Center (IDSC) revealed Sunday. Meanwhile, Alexandria has come to ...
Cairo up 96 spots on world’s most innovative cities index for 2021
The Movie" makes it world premiere via digital platform today. The film, inspired by the series shown last year at the Facebook of The IdeaFirst Company, continues the love story of Gavreel Alarcon ...
Gavreel and Cairo's love story continues in 'Gameboys: The Movie'
Find flights from Ben Gurion Intl to Cairo with We provide a free search service where you can compare flights from all major airlines and travel agents for cheap flights from Ben Gurion Intl to ...
Cheap flights from Ben Gurion Intl to Cairo
The popular singer will perform covers of classic Arabic songs, as well as his latest originals including El-Nesyan and Atshan ...
Art Alert: Egyptian singer Mohamed Mohsen in concert at Cairo Opera House
"We are following with great interest what the Tunisian authority is doing in order to accomplish security, stability and the sovereignty of Tunisia and we completely trust the wisdom, ability of the ...
Egypt, Algeria foreign ministers meet in Cairo, discuss Tunisia crisis
As he promised before take-off, the Pilot made a low sweep over the city for the benefit of those who had not previously seen Cairo - and fortunately for everyone it was a clear day - (Cairo is often ...
Cairo from the Air - Vittorio Carvelli
The Cairo Tower will be lit up blue on July 30 to honor the World Day against Trafficking in Persons, which was announced by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC).
Cairo Tower to shine blue on World Day against Human Trafficking
Egypt’s Flat6Labs has graduated eight startups from its Cairo Seed Programme’s 16th cycle, each receiving seed ...
Eight startups graduate from Flat6Labs’ Cairo Seed Program
Culture Minister Inas Abdel Dayem on Thursday attended a performance featuring Egypt's youngest singer at the Vienna Opera Mariam Tahoun for the first time.
Egypt's youngest singer at Vienna Opera perform with Cairo Opera for first time
Foreign Minister Sameh Shoukry held here on Saturday 31/07/2021 talks with his Algerian counterpart Ramtane Lamamra.
Egypt, Algeria FMs hold talks in Cairo
"The trouble is - this is the bit that I really don't like !", Teddy said. "OK, well I'll hold on to you tightly...", Ethan said. "Thanks... But it doesn't matter how hard they try, the pilots always ...
Landing at Cairo Airport - Vittorio Carvelli
CAI Flight Duration. How long is the flight from Normanton to Cairo? What is the Normanton - Cairo flight duration? What is the fly ...
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